Recycled plastic cover for iPhone 12/12 Pro
SKU: TEECOCOVIP12MG

Cover made from 100% recycled plastic, plastic-free packaging, green colour
Perfect for protecting the environment and your smartphone. The recycled plastic cover represents a style choice with a low environmental impact.
The case is 100% made from recycled plastic: that which could be waste, is instead given new life and turned into a useful product for your mobile.
The presence of the GRS (Global Recycle Standard) logo certifies that the cover is made from recycled materials, in compliance with environmental
and social criteria extended to all phases of its production cycle.
Sustainability and ethics are combined in this case that wraps the power and volume keys of your device, leaving the holes for sensors, connectors
and cameras free.
Soft and pleasant to the touch, it can be fitted in an instant and guarantees protection from small impacts, scratches on the casing and dust
infiltration. The minimal design does not overpower the contours of your smartphone and gives the device a fresh and youthful appeal.
The eco pack renounces its plastic components opting for a totally paper composition.
Characteristics:
Cover 100% made from recycled plastic
GRS (Global Recycle Standard) certification for all stages of the production cycle
Soft
Holes for cameras, sensors and connectors
Plastic-free Eco Pack

Recycled plastic cover for iPhone 12/12 Pro
SKU: TEECOCOVIP12MG

Technical data
Color: green
EAN: 8018417309748
SKU: TEECOCOVIP12MG
Compatibility Group: apple_iphone_12_max_12_pro
Type: TPU case
Material: Recycled plastic

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 12 mm
Width Pack: 90 mm
Depth Inner: 130 mm
Height Pack: 200 mm
Weight Pack: 57 g
Width Inner: 110 mm
Amount Inner: 6
Depth Master: 480 mm
Height Inner: 210 mm
Weight Inner: 410 g
Width Master: 310 mm
Amount Master: 72
Height Master: 230 mm
Weight Master: 5400 g
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